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Novel: 

29 of 29 review helpful A slow soaring read By Jenni Tsafrir This is the kind of book you want to read slowly to 
savour every word and long for it not to finish Meir Shalev s beautifully crafted book with its flowing evocative 
language masterfully translated by Evan Fallenberg consists of two ingeniously interwoven tales of people a 
generation apart linked by places and events One is a first person narrative of an A mesmerizing novel of two love 
stories separated by half a century but connected by one enchanting act of devotion mdash from the internationally 
acclaimed Israeli writer Meir Shalev nbsp During the 1948 War of Independence a time when pigeons are still used to 
deliver battlefield messages a gifted young pigeon handler is mortally wounded In the moments before his death he 
dispatches one last pigeon The bird is carrying his extraordinary gift to the g From Publishers Weekly Starred In this 
stunning tale Shalev masterfully interweaves two remarkable personal stories Yair Mendelsohn a middle aged Israeli 
tour guide favored with bird watchers learns that one of his new American clients fought in t 
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